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Story of a gladiator gameplay

Minimum:OS: Windows 7 64-bitProcessor: Intel Core2 Duo E8400 or AMD Phenom II x2 550 Memory: 4 GB RAMGraphics: AnyDirectX: Version 9.0Network: Broadband Internet ConnectionStorage: 3 GB free space Recommended:OS: Windows 1 64-bit Processor: Intel Core i5-750 or AMD Phenom II x4 945 Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: GeForce GTX 650 or Radeon HD 5770Storage: 3 GB free space Minimum:Memory: 4 GB RAMNetwork : Broadband Internet connectionStorage: 3 GB available space Recommended: The story of a gladiator is an arena beat 'em up where you take the role of a man who is looking for his fate, only to find it in the sand at the
Colosseum. You are an ordinary man who has lost everything in the wars with the Roman Empire. Your family is dead, your friends are dead, your house has been burned down and your country is now under Roman rule. Despite such an accident you have managed to escape slavery or worse ... you spend much of your time in the
streets of Rome looking for some kind of meaning in your life and wonder why the gods have spared you. A day's fate finally reveals itself, are you ready to accept it? Available on: Steam Xbox One Nintendo Switch PS4 The local judge has received a large shipment of Greek slaves and has decided to put them in good use by throwing
them in the arena to be slaughtered in a huge spectacle of 12 days of games Caught warriors from the province of Greece will fight against trained gladiators. This is where you have the opportunity to make a name for yourself and receive an invitation to more important games. The last group of slaves comes from Carthage himself. A
tribe of warriors and their exotic pets have been captured and sentenced to death in the arena. They will now fight trained gladiators who will face the warriors in Carthage in a big spectacle that no one should miss. The games for the championship arranged by the emperor himself. Trained Roman legions will fight gladiator slaves who are
sentenced to death. But in the impossible case a gladiator will win in this spectacle of death the emperor will award him with the coin and title of champion of Rome. The city of Rome offers many shops where you can buy weapons and armor. You will find a battle trainer to teach you new skills, an animal master who can teach you how to
train a tiger to follow your command, a mysterious Egyptian who has amulets blessed by the gods themselves and much more! Use your coin and buy the best gear in town to increase your chances of survival in the arena. You are an ordinary man who has lost everything in the war against the Roman Empire. Your family is dead, your
friends are dead, your house has been burned down and your country is now under Roman rule. Despite such an accident, you have managed to escape slavery or worse. You spend much of your time in the streets of Rome looking for some kind of meaning in your life and wonder why the gods have spared you. One day fate finally
reveals itself, are you ready to accept it?• Learn skills and moves that will punish your enemies • Over 80 enemy gladiators and 20 animals each with unique combat strategy • 3 arenas with 36 fights and 3 bosses • Win the public's favor and receive unexpected help• Pray to the gods and encourage them to help you win battles• Train your
own tiger animal • Choose your origins, from Greece, Carthage and Egypt• Rogue-like mode available to those who were born gladiatorsArena awaits you, gladiatorDIE WITH HONOR! The story of a Gladiator is an action beat'em up from Brain Seal Entertainment that puts the player in the boots of a gladiator who has lost everything.
While the title Story of a Gladiator can be a misnomer as the story itself is short, with no real impact on much of what you do, Story of a Gladiator manages to pull off a fun action title that will keep players invested for hours as they bash, slice, and spear your way to the top. All of this publication's reviews Read the full review Page 2 In
sum, 9 Monkeys of Shaolin is a fun, accessible and deeper than you would expect brawler who is perfect to collaborate with a mate. Happy to recommend to anyone looking for a good experience in the genre or someone who likes brawlers/beat'em ups. All the reviews for this publication Read the full review Page 3 Play Sound 9 Monkeys
Of Shaolin - Announcement Trailer Description: Take a look at this new beat 'em up. Page 4 Log in to complete the rating 9 Monkeys of Shaolin Review: User score By date Most useful There are no user reviews yet – Be first to consider 9 Monkeys of Shaolin. Page 5 Critic score Publication After date 9 Moneys of Shaolin successfully
mixes my love of old action movies and troublemakers in a wonderful package, and fans of Shaw Brothers movies (and occasional Wu-Tang album) may be keen to know that this is the best translation of that style in any game I've seen. If that sounds appealing, this is a no-brainer. All of this publication's reviews Read the full review In
sum, 9 Monkeys of Shaolin is a fun, accessible and deeper than you would expect brawler that is perfect to collaborate with a mate. Happy to recommend to anyone looking for a good experience in the genre or someone who likes brawlers/beat'em ups. All this publication reviews Read the full review Overall, 9 Monkeys of Shaolin is a
very solid beat'em up. The only true mistake that I find is that even with all variety, the game can still become repetitive at times. It can feel a little overwhelming when you start unlocking the modifier attacks because of all the different buttons to press, but there are combinations that seem to be going to combinations for most battles -
mainly hard-hitting armor-breaking attacks. I definitely recommend this game to fans of beat'em ups or someone who likes games taking place in ancient China (Dynasty Warriors fans!). All this publication reviews Read full 9 Monkeys of Shaolin is the kind of game you pick up and play during a weekend or after a long day at work. The
The Art film style works well and wears its grindhouse love on its sleeve. Battle is entertaining and challenging, and as a real beat 'em up, you can have a friend join you on the trip. It's over after about five hours, but in that time you're treated to a very good time. All this publication's reviews Read the full review What 9 Monkeys of Shaolin
lacks in typical beat 'em up fashion it more than makes up for with a dynamite combat system. The 5-hour promotion may feel a little short, but replay capability and co-op modes provide great value for your purchase. 9 Monkeys of Shaolin is a good selection of fans of the genre, or someone who wants to get the best gameplay simulation
of 70's Kung Fu movies. Don't let that terrible name set you off. All this publication's reviews Read the full review It doesn't do anything new or revolutionary, but it proves that the classic beat 'em up formula still works, and if you just want to look everyone up, 9 Monkeys of Shaolin is a solid option. All this publication reviews Read the full
review Playstation Official Magazine UKNov 15, 2020 Overall this is a short game, although you can play missions to maximize your skills or find secret statues. That these unlock old-school modifiers like Big Head mode at least shows that the game has a sense of humor. [Issue #182, p.136] If you're a beat-'em-up fanatic with a
PlayStation Store balance to burn, 9 Monkeys of Shaolin can soothe your fighting spirit for an afternoon or so. But at $30, it's hard to recommend to all but the most pugilistic players out there. If you're looking for a PS4 troublemaker with a little more meat on your legs, I'd recommend getting your hands on Fight'N Rage or Streets of Rage
4 first. Not only are they cheaper options, but they also offer much more bang for game buck. All this publication's reviews Read the full review 9 Monkeys of Shaolin is so close to being a very good side-scrolling brawler that it physically hurts. Makes matters worse than a rolling cartwheel kick to the soft and delicate. There's a really
brilliant, satisfying, fun and deep combat system here, but if you can see it under the shadows, silhouettes, stairs and silly Green Tea meters is another thing entirely. All this publication's reviews Read the full review There is a lot of care that went into 9 Monkeys of Shaolin, but the lack of a larger budget and experience on the
development team unfortunately stops this game from achieving its full potential. If you find the genre something appealing, definitely give this thing a try when it eventually goes on sale. All reviews for this publication Read the full review
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